
How much is that doggerel....?
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Across

8 Horrific, following blood sport, accepting earlier 
poor result (8)

9 Soldier returns cans to chilly temporary 
accommodation (6)

10 Such a tiny thing to need half of the letters! (4)

11 Cut down Tottenham Hotspur, get rid of their 
weak players perhaps? (5)

12 Choice of setter to head off wildebeest (4)

13 Got different result, maybe, with bassoon part to 
perform in (8)

16 Angry bald men avoid ending in madhouse (6)

18 Time for chorus to occur (4)

20 Firm to falsify papers (5)

21 Juliet received first religious duty (4)

23 Writer, as in beginning, travels pointlessly (6)

24 Heavy Metal hit, finishing early, gets everyone 
involved (8)

27 Unfashionable nose-drool! (4)

29 Criminal's also caught by this (5)

31 Trump has sport on at very high volume (4)

32 Rocky, lacking point and joint, but OK (6)

33 Loves to hug sailor returning to city performance 
(8)

Down

1 Here Today, that is, after cooked tuna (6)

2 Non-existent cheese? (4)

3 Basically mean to son (6)

4 Jelly and mushrooms, but no chips (4)

5 "Never-bird" doesn't even start settling in damp 
place! (5-3)

6 A bit short of salt? (4)

7 Good place for views is higher up than you might 
think! (8)

13 Sea possibly raised with no boats at first (3)

14 Flax with Greek character? Nothing to raise (5)

15 Like 6, say? (5)

17 This makes doctor cover up measure of acid 
swallowed (1,4)

19 May lead to burning issue, disturbing painter 
deserted by model (8)

20 Monarchs about to develop a piece (8)

22 Sweet sorrow for motorist! (3)

25 Old markets past taking back corn, for example 
(6)

26 It's cheating if a run taken illegally (6)

28 Forbidden to organise, not after hours (4)

30 Disgusting type of unpleasant American, 
embracing Left (4)

31 Base as 5 of 25? (4)


